




 
 



 

Hunt ID: UT-MDeer-ADI5SEPAR-O5P-DA5VE 

Discounted Mule Deer Hunts priced at $4,500, but these 4 have been discounted down to only 

have been discounted to $3995.   

 

Don’t miss out on a hunt of a Lifetime in Utah with the voucher included. 

We have a limited number of hunts for the 2015 hunting season but they are going fast. 

This is a guided hunt on an 8,000 acre ranch in Northwest Utah. 

 

  Our past history has been very good and we have been running at a 100% harvest rate for quite 

some time. The weather is very enjoyable in September with crisp nights warm morning to mid-

day with a thunderstorm passing through many afternoons. This makes for an enjoyable hunt is 

the mountains. This isn’t a high impact hunt but like any hunt the better your condition the better 

odds for better success. My logic is why hunt deer in the snow and cold of November when you 

can shoot them in September by looking for the herds that are easier to spot. All dee have to be 

somewhere 100% of the time. We just shoot them at the time that is nice for us to be out hunting. 

Many of my hunters from California say they would never do it another way after hunting the 

buck in September with me. 

 

The bucks we take as a norm run in the 140 to 160 class, with larger bucks possible as we will 

see deer while hunting that we have never seen before. You will also have free meals and 

lodging so that you can have a 100% chance to take the buck of your lifetime with all of your 

efforts pointed to that one chase. Of course the hunt includes the tag so you can buy a license for 

this specular hunt.  

 

Most hunting is by 4x4 trucks with glassing for just the buck that you want. When it is spotted it 

is time to work out the best rough for the stalk.  This time of the year the bucks are in Bachelor 

herds so we focus on these known bachelor herd locations. It is great because when you see one 

buck you know there are more in the immediate are around his age. The glassing here is to tear 

apart every limb and twig to find the bucks “Comrades in Arms”. There will be 1 that is larger 

than the others the monarch that thinks for the group and will quickly leave the herd if he feels 

threatened, knowing that 1 buck is more difficult to locate than 5. 

 

Once located their location, the wind, their normal movement at that time of the year and that 

time of day all come in to play to decide on a stalk to the deer or an option to slip up to where 

they are heading and lay in wait for their arrival. 

 

Many times if the bucks are all standing and alert we will wait until they all bed down and have a 

low view level. Then we will stalk up to the spot where we know they are bedded but stop within 

200 yards down wind. Then we set up for the shot with a good rest and good angled view of 

where they are bedded many times that is above them. When the get up to feed in the afternoon 

with are within 200 yards, have a good rest, and just have to select the biggest of the herd. 

You will see a lot of deer, and if you want the guide to hold your bullet for you so you don’t 

shoot too early that can be arranged. We can promise you a good time on a great ranch full of 

Muley’s worth taking and hanging on anyone’s wall. 

 



 

Utah has always been known as a state that produces world-class Mule Deer bucks. Literally 

every area of the state has the potential to produce record-class bucks. There are many limited-

entry units and Cooperative Wildlife Management Units capable of producing bucks of a 

lifetime. A Cooperative Wildlife Management Unit (CWMU) is a large tract of private property 

that has been issued its own tags by the State of Utah and has given hunters the privilege to hunt 

deer with a rifle from the first of September into November. Utah may be the only state in the 

U.S. to allow rifle elk hunting during the rut. Because of their habits and the terrain they live in, 

harvesting a mature, trophy Mule Deer buck is a great accomplishment.  

 

We hunt on private lands in the Cooperative Wildlife Management Unit status, that are carefully 

managed to produce trophy bucks and have boasted a success rate in the high 90s year after year. 

The majority of deer harvested, fall in the 150" to 170" class range with 180" and larger bucks 

being a real possibility. There will never be more than 4 hunters in camp at a time, thus allowing 

a quality, personalized hunt with no overcrowding. Tags for these hunts are guaranteed, with no 

need to apply for a draw. We will send you all the paper work necessary to obtain your tag. We 

are also very familiar with several limited-entry units throughout the state that produce trophy 

bucks every year and can assist you in obtaining a permit for these units through the draw or the 

bid process at local conservation groups' banquets and auctions. We offer archery, rifle, or 

muzzleloader hunts, and whatever you choose; you will have the hunt of a lifetime. If you are 

looking for a deer hunt that we may not offer, let us know. With over 25 years of experience in 

the business, we have a network of trusted, reputable outfitters that can offer you a quality hunt. 

 

Don’t miss your chance for a Utah Wall Hanger there are only 4 left, and there is a lot of interest. 

 

 

Mike Lollar - Broker  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for 
all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the 

hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better 
physical condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when 

you can afford it, hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a 
must for a hunter filling his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

